SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING
INTERNSHIP
Onboarding information for
your role at The W Spa

OUR MARKETING
BASICS

About TWS Marketing
Marketing Department Purpose
The purpose of the Marketing Department of The
W Spa is threefold- to maintain brand recognition
and public image, to promote monthly and
quarterly campaigns, and to attract new clients
within our target demographic. We develop
plans across various social media outlets to
generate client leads, offer cross-promotions
between our brand partners and our business,
and create a steady increase of brand
awareness and income generation.

Target Markets
Our broadest target market is restricted to
location- we serve residents in Clarence, New
York and surrounding areas “that value
relaxation, health, and wellness.” Our primary
audience is “working women,” ages 25-35. Our
secondary audience is “mothers,” women ages
35-55. Our tertiary audience is
“boyfriends/husbands” of pre-existing clients,
men between the ages of 25 and 45.

Marketing Department Roles
Within our marketing department we have
rotating roles. The first is Marketing Coordinator, a
position which entails training, leading, and
collaborating with TWS staff and other marketing
roles. We sometimes offer Media Coordinator
positions to TWS staff who are interested in
photography or social media maintenance. Our
third position is that of an intern- in your case, the
Social Media Marketing Intern, who is responsible
for collaborating with the Marketing Coordinator,
CEO and Office Manager to create effective
campaigns and maintain efficiency across all
marketing channels via our marketing tools.

Marketing Breakdown
Our marketing outlets include the following:
Our brand kit
Our website
Our social media outlets, including:
Facebook
Instagram
Our Google Business page
Our Yelp page
Our mailing list via STX, or Salon Transcripts
Software
Our marketing tools, which back the creation of
content for and the maintenance of these
outlets, include:
Canva, for graphic design
Google Drive, for content creation and
storage
The intent of this document is to educate you at
a base level on all of the tools above, and
hopefully act as a reference point for your work
with us. We’re so excited to have you on the
team! Let’s get started.

Overview
Our target market is primarily young to
middle-aged women in Clarence.
We use a variety of tools in the backend to
market, including our website, our social
media outlets, and our mailing list.
We use Canva and Google Drive to create
campaign materials, communicate with one
another, and store our catalog of content.
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TWS Brand Kit
The TWS Brand
The brand of a company is any symbol, text,
icon, or other marketing factor which
distinguishes the company from its
competitors. The TWS brand can be explained
or articulated visually through our photo
catalog, brand colors and brand fonts;
textually through our style guide and our copy
throughout our media outlets; and
energetically through the “vibe” which the
former two compose.

Visual Brand- Colors
Our brand colors match the colors found in the
spa and focus on black, white, and light green
with other soft pastels thrown into the mix to
distinguish one campaign from another.

#B3B291

#6E9277

#D9E7B5

#B7E3BA

Visual Brand- Photos
Our photo catalog includes images that have
neutral or all-white backgrounds. Depth-offocus in photographs is usually broader,
meaning that backgrounds are blurred in
favor of a soft focus on the product or person
that the photo showcases. Our photo catalog
visually reflects the spa space- tranquil,
unhurried, and peaceful.

#C7B1A4 #C6CCCC #A9ACAD #F3EAEB

#BFCBE6

#FFD6DC

#122620

#FAF9FF
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TWS Brand Kit (cont.)
Visual Brand- Fonts
Our fonts are similarly “calm” meaning they’re easy on the eyes but still “feel” like The W
Spa. For our graphic designs, flyers, posters and social media campaigns, our fonts are
Bebas Neue, Libre Baskerville, and Century Gothic. On our website, our main fonts are
Baskerville URW and Brandon Grotesque. Our logo, gift certificates, and menu contain the
font Helvetica Neue. Notice that throughout the brand our fonts are a mix of modern and
classic, serif and sans serif.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Bebas Neue

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Century Gothic (heading)
and Libre Baskerville (body)

WEBSITE
Brandon Grotesque (heading)
and Baskerville URW (body)

LOGO
Helvetica Neue Light
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TWS Brand Kit (cont.)
Textual Brand- Style Guide for Copy
The TWS “vibe” is informed by our values: trust, honesty, and friendship. We are a heartfelt,
heart-centered, women-lead business, and we focus on offering the highest quality service
possible. Our copy and content have a certain sweetness or tenderness. The spa space
itself is relaxed, tranquil, subtle, and our copy, photos, and “vibe” have the same qualities.
We are not bold, loud, or aggressive, and not necessarily cutting edge, but rather
understanding and empathetic. Playfulness and whimsy play into our content as well- we
like to include emojis in blog posts and stickers and polls on our FB or Instagram stories, as is
typical of a millennial-focused business model. Words like “nurture,” “nourish,” “rejuvenate,”
“revitalize,” “soothe” and “enjoy” are popular in our content and should create a good
understanding of the “vibe” we strive for.
Please read the following examples to get a feel for our style and voice.

Blog Debut- Pumpkin Paprika Facial
We often dedicate a blog post to promote, display, and debut a new product or package.
This was our post for the Pumpkin Paprika Facial.

Facebook Giveaway- Pumpkin Paprika Facial
Our Facebook Giveaway is probably our most playful and emoji-heavy copy. Have some
fun with it :)

Rewards Menu
Pay particular attention to the opening statement. We address our guests in a professional
but kind manner.

COVID-19 Update
The spa handles national news and public statements regarding more serious matters in a
short, sweet, to-the-point way.

Overview
Our brand appearance is soft, subtle, and soothing- each piece of content posted
should be relaxing and informative.
We are excited to bring our guests new products, packages, and promotions, but not
so much so that we're aggressive or pushy in our content.
Our brand combines professionalism with authenticity- it's one of our greatest strengths!
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OUR MARKETING
PROCESS

TWS Marketing Process
Our Typical "Flow"
Check last year's campaigns- STX and Google Drive. What did we do last year around this time?
How did it work out? Is it still relevant this year? STX contains our marketing emails for the
past year. Our Google Drive will house all of last year's marketing briefs in a specific folder.
Consult both STX emails and last year's brief to gain a clear picture of our strategy one year
ago, and take notes on which aspects you believe will work this year, or new ideas which you'd
like to introduce.
Meeting with Marketing Coordinator and/or CEO. Conduct a meeting with one or both of
these roles to share your findings. They'll be able to offer a different perspective with industry
insight or backend experience. Finalize the promotions and discount rates with these roles
before meeting's end.
Create marketing brief- STX and Google Drive. Once you're ready with promotions and
discount rates, enter package information into STX (usually Marketing Coordinator's job!) so
that reception can choose the correct package and promotion. In Google Drive, create a copy
of last month's brief and enter this month's information. Quadruple check your work! Then
print and insert into front end binder for reception to read and consult.
Create graphics and content- Google Drive or Unsplash, and Canva. Decide on a color scheme
and visual brand for this month's promotions, pulling images from our Google Drive or
consult Unsplash.com for royalty-free images if necessary. A template for promotional
materials has likely already been created, so copy last month's materials and tweak and adjust
as needed. Our graphics for each promotion are: flyer for front desk,
Facebook/LinkedIn/Google Business post, newsletter post (same size ratio as FB but much
smaller pixels), Instagram post, Instagram stories, FB cover, blog post (usually same graphics as
FB post), and main page of website (also usually same graphics as FB post).
Write copy- Google Drive. Aside from posting visual graphics across our media platforms, we
also need to write copy for posts, captions, blogs and newsletters (which can usually be
recycled and slightly tweaked/modified from the original post or blog). Use a Google Doc to
write a preliminary FB or blog post, and then copy and paste from this Doc to other outlets.
Publish! Various outlets. Print out flyers of our promo menu to place in various locations
around the spa. Publish blog. Edit IG bio on website to include latest blog post. Link blog post
in IG bio and in FB post. Schedule or publish our FB post and IG post and story. Send out
newsletter.
Track. Use analytics tools to track the performance of each campaign.
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OUR MARKETING
TOOLS

Back-End Tools- Employee
As a new employee of the spa, it's helpful to understand how to clock in and communicate with
your new coworkers. Our two main back-end tools are STX and When I Work. STX is also useful in
your marketing position, as we use the Client Marketing feature to send online mailings to our
active guests. When I Work is more for communication between the entire TWS workforce and
scheduling, if applicable to your position.

STX
Pretty Much Everything

Why STX?
One of the Spa's most critical tools is the STX
program, an acronym for Salon Transcripts.
This is where all employees clock in and log
hours, where all product and service
information is stored, and, most importantly
for our purposes, where we send marketing
emails and keep client information. STX is most
useful in its versatility and its ability to store so
much valuable information in one convenient
place for all members of the Spa's workforce.

Features
Features you'll be using:
Client Cards, a complete profile of all clients'
information
Client Marketing, email generation system
using Client Cards information
Payroll, to clock in and log hours
Features you may use:
Products, to find passwords for apps you want
to use
Services, to create new packages and
discounts

When I Work
Scheduling and Communication

Why When I Work?

Features

Our Office Manager uses WIW to schedule
receptionists and create a skeleton schedule
for service providers. In the back-end, we use
WIW as employees to message each other
individually and grupally, and can complete
any cleaning tasks that need servicing.

Features you'll be using:
Checking your schedule in the Schedule tool,
if applicable
Communicating with Marketing Coordinator,
CEO, or TWS group via Workchat feature
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Back-End Tools- Marketing
Our back-end tools include Google Drive and Squarespace, both of which store our content.
Squarespace is our public-facing content website that provides a web experience and informs
the "vibe" of the Spa in the online space. It also houses all of our blog posts. Our Google Drive is
necessary to store, maintain, and create content and equips us with communication tools like
Gmail and Hangouts.

Google Drive
Content Storage, Maintenance, Communication

Why Google Drive?
Google Drive has it all! It's a Microsoft Office
suite translated to an online and
interconnected space that allows all team
members to be on board simultaneously and
at any time. We use Google Drive and Gmail
to maintain communication and store our
content, including a vast array of visual
images which we use to promote our
marketing objectives.

Features
Cool features:
Docs, where we write marketing content,
create meeting agendas, etc.
Sheets and Forms for surveys, intakes,
giveaways, etc.
Drive, a hub for our content and other
business materials
Mail, which we use to send email and set up
Hangout video meetings

Squarespace
Information, Direct Communication, Promotions

Why Squarespace?

Features

Squarespace is the our host of choice
because it's easy-to-use, versatile, and comes
pre-loaded with mobile optimization and a
variety of themes to play around with. The
online store is one of our most important
website features which Squarespace makes
easy to update and categorize. It's also userfriendly, meaning anyone from a novice to an
expert can create something cool with the
platform. Click here for our website.

Cool features:
Online Store- very important for us!- that can
process discounts, shipping, etc.
Blog to offer valuable content to clients
Marketing tools, including an announcement
banner
Pre-loaded pages for easy editing and
creating
Customizable slug lines (thewspa.com/xyz)
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Canva
Graphic Design

Why Canva?

Features

We use Canva to design graphics for our
promotions each month, our posters or flyers
around the spa, our coupons, and our social
media outlets. We use Canva specifically
because of it’s “shareability”- the fact that all
designs are online and can be accessed any
time is a huge help. Canva is also ridiculously
simple to use and comes with many pre-made
templates for Instagram stories, etc.

Cool features:
Brand kit pre-loaded
Ability to copy designs for new campaigns
Ability to translate designs from size to size (ex.
Facebook post to IG story to newsletter)
Ability to animate any design/multiple designs
in the same campaign across various
platforms. This really makes our designs POP!

FB COVER

NEW YEAR'S MENU
We created our January 2020 specials
menu from the marketing brief. Using
Canva, we can create a campaign
across many different media outlets.

IG STORY
Click play on the above design.

FB + NEWSLETTER +
GOOGLE BUSINESS +
LINKEDIN
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Social Media
There are many social media outlets that a business can use. We currently operate under a
philosophy that less is more. As a small business, we have a limited amount of resources, including
time, energy, and money, and must invest them intentionally and intelligently. We use two social
media platforms at this time, Instagram and Facebook, because they're easy to use and effective
in our target market- it's where our clients and potential clients hang out!

Instagram
Inspiration, Visual Appeal + Aesthetic, Promotions

Why Instagram?

Features

Instagram is popular among a younger
generation and adds an element of fun and
flirtation to our business through Instagram
Stories, stickers, polls, and more interactive
methods. IG users log on to Instagram to be
inspired, first and foremost, and our images
should reflect inspiration and aesthetic
appeal. Click here for our IG.

Cool features:
IG Stories, which add an element of fun to our
campaigns and everyday postings
Business Analytics on our profile which inform
us of when the best time to post is, etc.
DM feature to connect us with our followers
and new guests of the spa
Our visual profile composed of pictures which
shapes the overall "vibe" of the spa

Facebook
Information, Direct Communication, Promotions

Why Facebook?

Features

Facebook is more business-oriented than
Instagram. A community of retired women,
working moms and stay-at-home moms blend
on our Facebook page to engage with us. FB
users log on to Facebook to find information,
first and foremost, and our posts should
contain promotional information while staying
relevant and professional. Click here for our
Facebook.

Cool features:
Publishing Tools to schedule posts ahead of
time
Full analytics provided within our page
Many subsections of our page, including
service descriptions, our online store, about us,
and more
FB Advertising to promote posts to new FB
users
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Search Engine + Review
Our Google Business and Yelp profiles engage users searching for our spa. Whether they
intentionally search for The W Spa or use keywords like "spas in Clarence," the intention behind
these two pages is to provide comprehensive, all-encompassing information in a small section of
the search engine space. We use GB more actively through the posting feature, whereas Yelp is
more passive, as it's user-driven rather than company-driven.

Google Business
Mini Profile + Search Enging Information

Why Google Business?

Features

Our Google Business profile pops up when
users search a variety of keywords through
the Google search engine or on Google
Maps. Our GB page is important to maintain
as it often provides the first impresison for a
new client looking for spa services in the
Clarence/Buffalo area, and keeps returning
guests informed. Click here for our Google
Business profile.

Cool features:
Google Business profile which includes all
business information for new searches
Ability to adjust hours/include special hours
Posting feature to share photos, content,
discounts and specials
Linked to Google Maps- when someone
searches for spas near them, our GB profile will
pop up

Yelp
Review Platform + Mini Profile

Why Yelp?

Features

Yelp is a user-focused platform which allows
anyone, anywhere, to leave a review for a
business. Our Yelp page is important to
maintain as it often provides the first
impression for a new client looking for spa
services in the Clarence/Buffalo area. Click
here for our Yelp page.

Cool features:
Yelp profile which includes all business
information for new searches
Aesthetic design similar to Facebook profile,
championing images over posts
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CONCLUSION

Welcome Aboard!
We're thrilled to have you!
We hope this packet has been helpful as a
basic crash course in our marketing tools
and employee life at The W Spa. As always,
please feel free to reach out to the
Marketing Coordinator or CEO with any
questions or concerns.
Welcome to the team!
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